We suggest that hidden algebra can provide a setting for component specification and composition that has the advantages of algebraic specification, without the disadvantages of object-oriented approaches where communication between components is mediated solely by method invocation. We propose a basic composition mechanism for hidden algebraic component specifications that is based on communication through shared subcomponents, and show that this composition mechanism on specifications extends naturally to allow models (or implementations) of the component specifications to be amalgamated into a model of the composite system.
specification of interactions and their implementation in any particular technology,' such as object-oriented languages that have a rigid coupling between methods and the (identities of the) objects that provide them. In a similar vein, Arbab [2] , on component-based software, points to the 'tight coupling inherent in the method call semantics (sic) [which is] more appropriate for intra-component communication' (op. cit., p. 8). Since object-orientation can be seen as based on the notion of abstract data type (ADT) by a correspondence between the operations of an ADT and the methods of a class (cf. Meyer [15] ), Arbab writes: '[i]f a component, like an ADT, provides a set of operations, then the only way to communicate with a component is by invoking its operations, and inter-component communication becomes the same as inter-object communication' (op. cit., p. 14). Moreover, ' [c]omposition of two components, in such models, does not by itself yield another component' (op. cit., p. 48). We agree with these arguments that the compositional techniques of the object paradigm are too inflexible and 'brittle' to meet the challenges of decentralised software. For us these arguments raised the question: to what extent are algebraic specifications tied to the notion of interaction solely through method invocation? In this paper we argue that it is possible to use some of the methodologies of algebraic specification in formulating component composition where interaction takes place through shared subcomponents, thus relaxing the tight coupling of method-call semantics.
In Section 2, we use hidden algebra as a language for specifying components. Hidden algebra was introduced by Goguen [7] to capture the notion of behaviour in systems that have state. In viewing components as 'black boxes' with state, our approach is similar to that of Arbab [2] ; it is also similar to coalgebraic approaches such as that of Barbosa [3, 4] , since hidden algebra is closely related to a restricted form of coalgebra [13, 5] . The approach also has the advantage that the possible implementations of a hidden specification are the models of the specification.
In hidden algebra, composite (distributed) systems can be built up from components by concurrent connection; this was introduced in [8] as a purely syntactic construct. One of the contributions of the present work is an examination of the semantics of this construct in terms of its model theory. In Section 3, we introduce the notion of meromorphism to capture the inclusion of one component within another, and show that meromorphisms make concurrent connection into a (co)limit construction: i.e., concurrent connection of component specifications is the 'least' way of combining components with meromorphisms from the components to the composite system. The other key contribution of the present work is to suggest that concurrent connection could usefully form the basis of a component composition language, by showing that the construction extends in a natural way to models. If we build a composite specification by means of concurrent connection, we should also require that models -i.e., implementations -of the individual components should be composable to give a model of the composite system. In Section 4 we give 'amalgamation lemmas' (in the terminology of Ehrig and Mahr [6] ) which show that this is indeed the case. A pleasant consequence of these results is that systems can be refined by refining individual components.
Before we set out the main results, Section 1 gives some background on algebraic specification and hidden algebra. Some of the technical development in this paper is couched in the language of category theory, because this allows for a very concise statement of key results. However, we have tried to make this as transparent as possible by paraphrasing and explaining the intuitions behind the categorical terminology. In particular, although many of these results would be most naturally expressed in terms of indexed categories, we have adopted a more elementary approach, particularly in the proofs, in order that the actual constructions be given explicitly.
Preliminaries
This section fixes terminology and notation that is used in the following sections. We assume familiarity with algebraic specification, and so do not motivate the notions described below. For an introduction to algebraic specification, see Meinke and Tucker [14] ; for more background on hidden algebra, see Goguen and Malcolm [11] .
A signature is a pair (S, Σ) consisting of a set S of sorts and an (S * ×S)-indexed set Σ of operations. We usually denote such a signature as Σ if the set S can be left implicit, and we sometimes write σ : w → s for σ ∈ Σ w,s . A Σ-algebra A interprets sorts as sets, and operations as appropriately typed functions; we write A(s) for the carrier set of sort s ∈ S, and A(σ) : A w → A s for the function interpreting σ : w → s. A signature morphism (S, Σ) → (S ′ , Σ ′ ) is a pair (f, g), with f : S → S ′ , and g : Σ → Σ ′ f * ,f an (S * ×S)-sorted function, i.e., for w ∈ S * and s ∈ S, g w,s : Σ w,s → Σ ′ f * (w),f (s) . Usually, we denote a signature morphism by ϕ : Σ → Σ ′ , and ignore the distinction between f and g and drop all subscripts, writing ϕ(s) for f (s), and ϕ(σ) for g w,s (σ).
We write T Σ (X) for the algebra of Σ-terms with variables from the Ssorted set X. A theory is a pair (Σ, E), where Σ is a signature, and E a set of Σ-equations of the form (∀X) l = r, where X is an S-sorted set of variables, and l, r ∈ T Σ (X) s for some s ∈ S. A (Σ, E)-model is a Σ-algebra A that satisfies all the equations in E; we write A |= E to indicate that A is a (Σ, E)-model.
Hidden algebra distinguishes hidden and visible sorts; hidden sorts are intended to represent states that can change, while visible sorts represent immutable data values, such as numbers, Booleans, etc. A hidden theory specifies behaviour of states, and uses a fixed representation of the visible sorts: a visible data universe is a triple (V, Ψ, D), where (V, Ψ) is a signature, and D is a Ψ-algebra. The examples in this paper use the visible data universe given by: (we use the notation of BOBJ [9] , which we hope requires no explanation), and we assume some model D that satisfies the given equations.
Given a fixed visible data universe as above, a hidden signature is a pair (H, Σ), where the elements of H are called hidden sorts and are disjoint from V , and (V ∪H, Σ) is a signature such that for σ : w → s, there is at most one hidden sort in w (i.e., operations work locally on one state). Hidden Σ-algebras (or 'models') are Σ-algebras that agree with D on visible sorts and operations. A STATE-algebra simply has some carrier set for states, in addition to the fixed interpretation of DATA. An ENLIST-algebra A has one function A(addToList) :
Behaviour of operations is given by equations: a hidden theory (Σ, E) consists of a hidden signature Σ, and a set of (Ψ∪Σ)-equations E, where each equation contains at most one variable of hidden sort. A context is a term with exactly one occurrence of a place-holder variable (say, '_'); visible contexts are contexts of visible sort. We write C Σ (s, t) for the set of contexts of sort t that contain a place-holder variable of sort s; we write c[t] for the term obtained by substituting term t for the place-holder variable in context c. 
Malcolm eq list(addToList(S,M)) = cons(M, list(S)) . eq list(empty(S))
= nil .
end
We will not be concerned in this paper with behavioural satisfaction, but we note that behavioural satisfaction of visible-sorted equations such as those above is the same as standard satisfaction of equations [11] . A hidden homomorphism h : A → B of Σ-algebras is a homomorphism which is the identity on visible sorts.
In this paper we will consider only hidden signatures with no generalised constants, i.e., operations σ : w → s where w ∈ V * and s ∈ H. Thus there are no 'constructors' for states. This restriction gives us final algebras: for a hidden signature Σ, define
The interpretation of operations on this Σ-algebra is the obvious one. This algebra is final in that there is exactly one hidden homomorphism A → F Σ for any Σ-algebra A; this homomorphism maps a state of A to its abstract behaviour. More generally, Cîrstea [5] has shown that any theory morphism ϕ :
To simplify only slightly, the carrier of A ϕ consists of elements p in F Σ ′ which are 'decorated' with elements of A which agree with p with respect to Σ-contexts (and we restrict to only those p that satisfy the equations E ′ ). For operations σ ∈ Σ ′ /Σ, an element p is mapped to, say, p ′ , and there is no restriction on the elements of A that decorate p and p ′ .
Component Specifications
Our notion of a component is a 'black box' with hidden state:
Definition 2.1 A component specification is a hidden theory with exactly one hidden sort.
We will usually use 'C', with subscripts or other decorations, as a variable ranging over component specifications, with C Σ representing its signature, and C E it equations, and write A |≡ C to indicate that A is a C-model. We will typically denote the unique hidden sort of an component specification by 'h'. In specific examples in BOBJ notation, we use State as the name of the unique hidden sort, as in Example 1.1. Although we do not suggest that components are classes or objects, it is standard terminology in hidden algebra, which we shall follow here, to refer to operations that return a visible sort as 'attributes', and operations that return a hidden sort as 'methods'. In general, attributes and methods take one hidden-sorted argument and some number of visible-sorted arguments; henceforth, we shall ignore the visible-sorted arguments, without loss of generality, as we could assume we have one operation for each of its possible fixed arguments, for example, an operation addToList m : h → h for each m ∈ D(Msg). Example 2.2 A channel that carries values of sort Msg and a component that keeps a running total of the messages sent on a channel is specified as follows:
bth CHANNEL is pr STATE . 
total(read(S)) = cons(val(S), total(S)) . end
Note that 'pr CHANNEL' imports the CHANNEL specification, nad makes the channel a subcomponent of ADDER.
Concurrent Connection
In this section we describe the construction of complex components by concurrent connection [8] , and give a formal definition of subcomponent which makes this a closure operation: i.e., the connected components are subcomponents of the composite system. We begin with the simplest case from [8] :
Definition 3.1 Given component specifications C i for i ∈ I, the independent sum || i∈I C i is the component specification whose signature is the union ∪ i∈I C Σ i (which we assume to be disjoint, with the exception of the hidden sort h), and whose equations are the union of the equations in each C i , together with independence axioms of the form
for each attribute α in C i and method µ in C j with i = j. The following generalises this to allow for components that communicate via a shared subcomponent (again, from [8] ). Definition 3.2 Given component specifications C i for i = 0, 1, 2, and hidden theory morphisms ϕ i : C 0 → C i for i = 1, 2, the concurrent connection is given by the component specification ϕ 1 ⇓ ϕ 2 together with ψ i : C i → ϕ 1 ⇓ ϕ 2 where the signature (ϕ 1 ⇓ ϕ 2 ) Σ (and the morphisms ψ i ) is given by the pushout of the morphisms ϕ i , and the equations ϕ 1 ⇓ ϕ E 2 contain all the equations ψ i (E i ) for i = 1, 2, as well as the independence axioms:
• for each i = j ∈ {1, 2} and operations α i : h → v in C i and not in the range of ϕ i and µ j : h → h in C j and not in the range of ϕ j , an equation
Example 3.3 A component that writes messages to a channel is specified in the following theory. This component stores messages (in an attribute store), which are written to the channel itself by the channel's read method.
bth SENDER is pr CHANNEL . eq store(put(S,M)) = M . eq store(read(S)) = store(S) .
eq val(put(S,M)) = val(S) . eq val(read(S)) = store(S) .
end
The concurrent connection of this component with the ADDER component of Example 2.2, for which we use the notation SENDER/CHANNEL\ADDER, has all the operations from ADDER and SENDER (without duplicating the CHANNEL operations), all the equations from these two components, plus the following independence axiom:
eq total(put(S,M)) = total(S) .
stating that the method put, which is local to the sender, has no effect on the attribute total, which is local to the adder.
The signature of the concurrent connection is formed by taking all the operations from the signatures of the components; no duplicates are made of any operations that come from shared subcomponents, but if two operations 'accidentally' have the same name (i.e., they don't come from a shared subcomponent) then they are named apart. This is an example of a colimit construction: the signature of the concurrent connection is a maximal way of combining the signatures of components without duplicating operations from shared subcomponents. This maximality gives a universal property that we will make frequent use of: given another signature, say Σ, that combines the component signatures without duplication, there is a unique signature morphism from the signature of the concurrent connection to Σ that includes the operations in the same way they are combined in Σ. Our main results below extend this sort of 'maximality' property to component specifications. Now we capture the notion of subcomponent as follows:
is an inclusion of component specifications such that for all attributes α in Σ and all methods µ in Σ ′ /Σ, we have E ′ |≡ (∀S : h) α(µ(S)) = α(S). We say that σ is local to
Note that since ϕ is an inclusion, we simply write α for ϕ(α) in this definition, and in the rest of this paper.
Proposition 3.5 Let ϕ i : C 0 → C i (i = 1, 2) be meromorphisms; then the concurrent connection injections ψ i : C i → ϕ 1 ⇓ ϕ 2 are meromorphisms. Proof. Let α be an attribute in C 1 and µ be a local method in C 2 . Now if α is local in C 1 , i.e., if α is not in C 0 , then
because that is an independence axiom in (
by the condition that ϕ 2 is a meromorphism, and so it follows that E ′ |= α(µ(S)) = α(S). This shows that ϕ 1 is a meromorphism; symmetry between i = 1 and i = 2 shows that ϕ 2 is also a meromorphism.
Let HMer be the category of component specifications and meromorphisms.
Proposition 3.6
The category HMer is cocomplete. Proof. The theory STATE is an initial object. It has no attributes, so the defining property of meromorphisms is vacuously satisfied by its inclusion in any hidden component specification. Proposition 3.7 below shows that HMer has coproducts, and Proposition 3.8 shows that it has pushouts. Proposition 3.7 Independent sum gives coproducts in HMer. Proof. Let C i be hidden component specifications (for i in some index set I), and let C be their independent sum. The independence axioms of the independent sum are exactly what is needed to make the injections ψ i : C i → C meromorphisms. Now suppose χ i : C i → C ′ is a cocone of meromorphisms. The universal property of C Σ gives a unique ξ : C Σ → C Σ such that ψ i ; ξ = χ i . To see that this is a meromorphism, let α be an attribute in C, and let µ be local to C ′ . Since α is in C, it must be in C i for some i ∈ I, and so C ′E |≡ α(µ(S)) = α(S) because χ i is a meromorphism; but this is exactly what is required for ξ to be a meromorphism.
Proposition 3.8 Concurrent connection is a pushout in HMer.
Proof. Let ψ i : C i → C be the concurrent connection of ϕ i : C 0 → C i (i = 1, 2), and let χ i : C i → C ′ be a cocone of meromorphisms. By cocompleteness of the category of signatures, there is a unique morphism of cocones ξ : C → C ′ ; the proof that this is a meromorphism is similar to that in Proposition 3.7 above.
The point of these latter two propositions is that all colimits can be built from repeated construction of independent sums and concurrent connections. For example, consider a chatroom application, where a chatter can send messages to a chatroom, and the chatroom broadcasts messages to the chatter. If we concentrate only on the 'in-boxes' of both the chatter and the chatroom, This component has two lists (with appropriately renamed operations), representing the ('write-only') list of messages the chatter sends to the chatroom, and the ('read-write') list of messages received from the chatroom. Similarly, the chatroom can be specified as:
bth CHATROOM is pr ENLIST *(op addToList to sendMsg) . pr SEELIST *(op addToList to receiveMsg , op list to inbox, op empty to broadcast) . 
eq broadcast(S) = sendAll(S, inbox(S)) . eq sendAll(S, empty) = S . eq sendAll(S, cons(M,MS)) = sendAll(sendMsg(S,M), MS) . end
Now this is all we need specify; these two components share two lists with differing 'read-permissions', and the component representing their composition can be built up incrementally as in the following diagram.
This process could be repeated to form a component comprising two or more chatters sharing a chatroom.
Composing Implementations
We turn now to the question of composing models, i.e., implementations, of component specifications. The following 'cocompleteness' results are amalgamation properties: implementations of components give rise to implementations of specifications built from independent sum and concurrent connection. We begin with the simplest case, where the strong localisation property states that local methods have no effect at all on subcomponents. Note that this property holds for systems built exclusively by independent sums. Proposition 4.2 CModSL is cocomplete.
Proof. We note that an initial object is given by (State, ½), where ½(h) = {0}.
The following lemmas show the existence of coproducts and pushouts. Lemma 4.3 CModSL has coproducts. Proof. Given a collection (C i , M i ) for i ∈ I, let ϕ i : C i → || i∈I C i be the independent sum, and define the model M |≡ || i∈I C i by
, where π i : M| ϕ i → M i is the obvious projection. It is clear that the projections satisfy the strong localisation property. Given a cocone (ψ i , h i ) :
, the universal property of || i∈I C i gives χ : || i∈I C i → C ′ , and since M(h) is a product, we have h/π : χM ′ → M defined by h/π ; π i = h i for all i ∈ I. It follows almost immediately from this definition that h/π has the strong localisation property if each h i does. To see that this is a homomorphism for the signature of the independent sum, let σ be local to C j , then
Lemma 4.4 CModSL has pushouts. Proof. Given a span (ϕ i , h i ) :
Note that the second-last bullet point is well defined since each h i is the identity on visible sorts, hence
denote the inclusions into the concurrent connection, we have the obvious projections π i : M| ψ i → M i , and it is quite straightforward to see that these are indeed homomorphisms. It is straightforward to show that M |≡ E i , so it only remains to show that M satisfies the independence axioms. Let α be local to C 1 and µ be local to C 2 ; for any
whence (and by symmetry between subscripts 1 and 2),
The case where σ is local to C Σ 2 is symmetric, so f is indeed a homomorphism, and it is clear that it is the unique f such that f | ψ i ; π i = g i .
The strong localisation property of CModSL is indeed a strong restriction on possible communication between subcomponents: it states that local methods can have no effect whatsoever on shared subcomponents, and so it does not apply to the SENDER component of Example 3.3. So we turn our attention now to CMod, we will see that the cofree extensions of Cîrstea [5] described in the Preliminaries gives a more powerful amalgamation result.
Lemma 4.5 CMod has pushouts. Proof. Suppose C i (i = 0, 1, 2) are component specifications, with meromorphisms ϕ i : C 0 → C i (i = 1, 2), and models M i |≡ C i (i = 0, 1, 2) with homomorph-
. By cofree extension along ϕ i ; ψ i (which we simply write as ϕ ; ψ), we have
i be the pullback of these h i , so we have
h 2 , and so, by the universal property of M as a pullback, we have
For any e : M ′ | ξ → M, we have
which gives the desired universal property.
It is easily seen that (State, ½) is also initial in CMod; thus, taking (C 0 , M 0 ) in the lemma above to be (State, ½) gives a way of constructing an amalgam M 1 ||M 2 of the independent sum C 1 ||C 2 , which gives binary coproducts in CMod, and this can be generalised very straightforwardly to arbitrary coproducts, so we have our main Theorem 4.6 (Amalgamation) CMod is cocomplete.
Conclusions
We have shown that hidden algebraic component specifications support component composition by concurrent connection, and that this composition extends naturally to composition of models, which we think of as concrete implementations of component specifications. We would argue that this suggests that hidden algebra could form a useful basis for component composition languages, though more technical work needs to be done, and, in particular, more examples and case studies would be needed to make this argument more persuasive.
Returning to the issues raised in the introduction, our main results show that it is possible to have a component model that is based on algebraic specifications and ADTs, and in which the result of composition is in itself a component. However, it is an essentially algebraic approach, and therefore, like the coalgebraic approaches to which hidden algebra is related, it is based on operations. The objection could be raised that the approach is essentially object-oriented, and that our components are no more than the 'fortified collections of objects' referred to by Arbab [2] . But note that the model we propose incorporates communication between components through shared subcomponents, not merely through method invocation. We would argue that the use of operations in specification simply represents the possibilities for components to change state, and these do not represent methods, though of course the operations could be realised by actual methods in an object-oriented implementation. This more general view of operations can be illustrated by pointing out that they simply represent possible changes of state at particular levels of abstraction, and that the very flexibility of an algebraic approach allows one to move readily between different levels of abstraction. One consequence of our model-theoretic study of concurrent connection is that composite systems can be refined by refining individual components. Indeed, standard algebraic techniques for proving correctness of refinements, as well as techniques specific to hidden algebra [10] , combine elegantly with the colimit constructions given above. As a specific example, the 'adding-to-a-list' component in Example 1.1 could be refined (moving down to a lower level of abstraction) by the composite presented in Example 3.3, which in turn could be refined by a more concrete specification of streams.
In order to develop our proposed approach, we need to extend the amalgamation results presented here to provide a uniform treatment of 'gluing' code, along the lines currently achieved by the language Reo [2] . One possibility would be to examine amalgamation results that combine individual states of models of components. Another avenue for future research is suggested by the chatroom example described at the end of Section 3: how to allow for dynamic reconfiguration of components, e.g., chatters joining and leaving the chatroom. The amalgamation properties presented in this paper could be useful here, perhaps in combination with rewriting logic and tile logic [12] ).
